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Examination, Repair, and Testing of Chains,
and Loose Lifting Tackle.
t

f

Chains, hooks and loos© lifting tackle in use
should be frequently examined by the Goods Foreman or other person responsible for their use and
any found to show signs of undue wear or defect
of any kind should be at onoe put out of use and
sent to Horwich for examination , repair and test-

f

The attention of the Staff
concerned is specially
called to the Instructions
contained in this Booklet.

i

ing.
On no account must they Jje repaired or altered
locally .
All loose Chains in use (except engine shunt ,
tail , horse, and binding chains) rfo matter whether
showing defect or not must be sent to Horwich at
least once per year for examination , testing and

.

repairs

y

When sending chains or loose lifting tackle to
Horwich a repair note (Gen . 10 for the Traffic
Dept, and L.B . 20 for the C . M.E . Dept.) giving
the number and classification of the articles, date
sent, by what train and for what purpose, must
be sent to the Outdoor Machinery Dept . , Horwich ,
at the same time as the article.
Also a metal label bearing the name of the send ing station must be securely attached by wire to
each article to secure its identification on arrival
at Horwich . Suitable metal 'labels will be supplied by the District Inspector of the Outdoor

Machinery Dept.
The description of the articles entered on repair
notes or demands must in the case of standard
articles shown on the Chart of Chains, Hooks and
Loose Lifting Tackle include the name and number
as shown on * the Chart.
’
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In the case of sling chains the number of legs,
length of each leg , and the maximum weight to be
lifted by the sling , must be given in addition .
Crossbars and Crossbar Chains are made in two
sizes 5 and 10 tons capacity , the chains being 10
feet long and Jin . and fin. diameter of link respectively. All four chains in a set should be sent in
together to ensure that they are kept the same
length .
It is not necessary to send the crossbars in every
twelve months but only when they show wear at
the pinholes or are otherwise defective ; the District
Outdoor Machinery Inspector must be consulted
on this matter .
Orders for Special Articles not shown on the
Chart must be accompanied by a dimensioned
sketch or reference to some previous sketch .

Chains and other gear used at Docks , Wharves,
Quays , Harbours or Canals are subject to the fol lowing additional regulations :
Chains -with links less than Jin . diameter are to
be sent to Ilorwich for annealing and testing every
six months .
A register of all chains in use to be kept on hand
on the ship, dock or depot where the chains are
used . This register to be made out in the prescribed form showing particulars of chain , identi
fication number , and date tested ; and is to be kept
entered up to date and available for inspection by
a Factory Inspector at any time.

—
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General Regulations for the Operation of
Traffic Handling Machinery, including
Cranes and Jiggers, Capstans, Hoists,
Gas Engines, &c.

Authorized Working Loads of Chains and
Rope Slings.
ROPE SLINGS.

IRON CHAINS.
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In all cases of failure to cranes and jiggers, capstans, hoists , gas engines, &c. , all concerned must
communicate with the District Inspector of the
Outdoor Machinery Dept . , as set forth in the
Appendix to the Working Time Table . Serious
breakdowns must in addition be reported at once
to the Chief Mechanical Engineer at Horwich .
Any defect in an appliance noticed by the
person in charge must be promptly reported to the
Station Master , Goods Agent or Foreman in
charge, who will communicate with the District
Outdoor Machinery Inspector responsible for the
maintenance of the appliance . A crane or other
*
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appliance found defective should not on any
account be used until the defect has been made
good .

greasing of the lifting chains . The oiling must be
done with lubricating oil supplied by the Stores
Department. Rape oil must not on any account

STEAM CRANES .
Steam cranes are operated by trained drivers
provided by the Outdoor Machinery Department .
All drivers are to work rigidly to the detailed
instructions provided and posted up in each
crane in respect to the maximum weights to be
lifted at any given radius ; and they must fasten
down to the rails or prop out with girders as per
instructions.
Goods Inspectors, Foremen, or others in charge
of loading and unloading operations must see to
it that the driver of any steam crane is fully
aware of the outside weight of the objects to be
handled in each case , so that he may adjust his
jib or take other necessary precautions against
overturning.

be used for lubricating purposes .

1

The registered maximum lifting capacities of all
cranes and jiggers should be legibly shown thereon
in each case, any defacement or deficiency in this
respect to be at once reported to the District Outdoor Machinery Inspector for attention , and in the
meantime no person must be allowed to use the
appliance without first being informed of its registered capacity .

HAND CRANES.
The Outdoor Machinery Department will make
a special periodical visit once every four months
to each station or depot where cranes and jiggers
are fixed , for the purpose of examining them and
their chains, and to see that the proper notice
plates are fixed . In addition to these periodical
examinations every crane and jigger with its chain
should be frequently examined by the Goods Foreman , or other person responsible for its use , and if
found to show signs of undue wear or defect of any
kind the same should be reported to the Outdoor
Machinery Inspector for the district.
The Traffic Department Staff are responsible for

the proper oiling and cleanliness of hand cranes
(fixed and portable) used by them , also for the

The lifting capacities of cranes must not be
exceeded under any circumstances . Goods Agents
and Station Masters concerned must assign properly qualified men to see that this instruction ,
and all instructions in regard to the working of
cranes are rigidly adhered to and that the cranes ,
chains, ropes , slings , &c. , are in good condition
before using the appliance.

>
v
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It is to be clearly understood that the lifting
capacity marked on a crane includes the weight of
the article to be lifted plus the weight of crossbar ,
sling chains, or other gear.
In cases where the accurate weight of the article
to be lifted is not known but is believed to be equal
to or nearly approaching the lifting capacity ,of the
crane the man in charge must not allow the lift
to be made without special authority of his superior
officer , who must take such measures as he may
consider necessary , by consultation with the Out door Machinery Department or otherwise, to
ascertain whether the load can be safely dealt with
by the appliance in question .
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In dealing with round timber or other traffic,
the weight of which can only be computed or
estimated , great care and judgment must be exer cised so that allowance may be made for any probable difference between the computed or estimated
weight and the actual weight .

In lowering light weights where the handles
are taken off , the first motion shaft ( that is the
shaft on which the handles are placed for light
loads ) must be carefully thrown out of gear
before lowering , so as to prevent breakage of the
bevel wheels due to excessive speed likely to be
set up on the first motion shaft .

With regard to round timber particularly , it
must be borne in mind that the weight varies
widely according to the condition of the timber ,
and from various causes the excess of the actual
over the computed weight may range from 50 per
cent , in the case of dry, well-seasoned timber to
100 per cent, in the case of recently cut trees.

4

When lowering weights the greatest caution
should be exercised as any jerky motion puts excessive strain on the crane. No weight must be
lowered by the brake if it exceeds half the registered capacity of the crane. All weights above
this must be carefully lowered by the crane handles
assisted by the brake.

In all cases before attempting to lower , the
pawl must be disengaged from the ratchet wheel ,
and the pawl must never be thrown back into
position whilst the load is being lowered , otherwise there is certain breakage of the pawl wheel
and perhaps the crane side .
'

—

In lifting an article from a stack timber for
instance care must be exercised to see that the
load to be moved is quite free and that it is not
pinned down or jammed in any way .
Heavy articles should not remain suspended from
a crane longer than the time necessary to adjust
the crane for lowering.
Special care must be exercised in damp weather
to prevent the brake slipping.
With the higher capacity cranes it is most desir able that there should be no surging or sudden
checks on the lifting chain , and to that end the
greatest cai;e must be taken when lifting, particu larly in those cases where the chain overlaps.

—
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Horses must not- be' used for pulling round the
jibs of cranes ; the sluing gear where provided must
be used .
In taking up slack chain or lowering the chain
without weight or with insufficient weight attached
it is extremely dangerous to pull the wheels round
by hand ; the handles must be used in all cases .

v>

All hand cranes are fitted with loose handles ,
and before- any weight is lowered by the brake
unassisted by the handles, the latter must be taken
off their squares before commencing to lower.
When the handles are required for use on the crane
they must be fitted on their squares carefully so
that there is no undue wear and tear ; and on their
becoming unduly slack on the squares they are to
be reported to the District Inspector of the Outdoor Machinery Dept ., who will have them made
a . proper fit. It is very desirous that each crane
should have its handles always ready for use, and
on no account must the handles be taken from one
crane for use on another .

10
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When cranes are not in use all the moving parts
must be securely moored to prevent their being
moved by wind or other force .
The instructions painted or plated on each crane
must be strictly observed .
In addition to the above general instructions in
regard to hand cranes the following special instructions are to be closely observed in regard to :

fastenings are secure . Wagon examiners must also
inspect the fastenings in addition to the usual
examination of the wheels , &c. In the case of
defect in any of the fastenings the crane must not
be attached to the train ; and if travelling it must
be detached for the fastenings to be made good
The guard must arrange as far as practicable for
cranes to be put next to the brake van and for as
little shunting as possible to be performed with the
trucks on the journey .
When loco, travelling cranes are sent to the
works for repairs a brake van must be attached in
the rear .
Before working the crane the balance box must
be placed at the extreme outer end of the frame,
properly secured and loaded with the whole of the
weights belonging to it.
The Crane must not be used for lifting until it
has been properly secured to the rails by means
of the four clips fixed to the crane near the buffers .
NOTE . The only exception to this is when fullnotice is given on the crane notice plate to what
extent , if any , a crane may be allowed to lift a
weight without being fastened down .

—
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TRAVELLING CRANES,
When a travelling crane, i.e ., a crane which can
travel by rail on its own wheels, is required to be
conveyed by goods train , application must be made
by the District Goods Manager or Agent direct to
the District Inspector of the Outdoor Machinery
Department for a mechanic to accompany the
crane . The mechanic will attend to the oiling of
the axles en route, and on arrival at destination
will instruct the Traffic Staff where necessary in
the proper fixing and manipulation of the crane.
Travelling cranes must be forwarded by slow
goods train when practicable , and the District
Goods Manager advised of the service , so that he
can arrange for the load to be examined by the
District Inspector . Before a crane is attached to
a train the Station Master , Goods Agent , or person
in charge , and the Head Guard of the train , must
see that all the fastenings supplied for securing the
jib and balance box, and the side stays of the truck
where such are provided , are in good condition and
secured in their proper position , and that the
necessary match or guard wagons are provided .
Before starting the engine driver must be informed
by the head guard that the crane is being forwarded by the train . The guard must satisfy him self at each stopping place on the journey that the

-

—
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Where it is necessary to clip the crane down and
the position of the crane does not admit of it by
reason of the paving or wooden margin plank , the
crane must be removed elsewhere to a place where
the clips can be properly fastened or the obstructing material removed .

The jib must be raised and lowered with the
crane in double gear .

12
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Before lifting any weight the jib must be raised
to the proper working radius . No weight must be
lifted with the jib in the travelling position .

in charge of the safety of the line and to see that
the proper signals are exhibited until the opera tion is completed . ”
“ If the crane has to be used at a siding not
protected by fixed signals, a flagman must , •when
necessary , be provided to protect the operation
in accordance with Buie 254 . ”
“ The crane must be kept locked or otherwise
secured except w hen actually in use . ”
“ After dusk or in foggy wreather or during
falling snow , except where specially authorised ,
timber or other articles of great length must not
be allowed to be unloaded or loaded if any run ning line is liable to .be fouled by the operation . ”
“ Timber loaders working at a station or sid ing will be under the control of the Station
Master , who whilst they are so employed must
exercise the same supervision over them as over
his own staff . ”

The connecting links between the jib and the
tail end tie rods must not be disconnected under

any circumstances .

After the crane has finished its work and before
being shunted the weight box should be moved to *
its inner position .

7

If it is necessary to move a crane along the line
the jib must first be put back into position and
secured by means of the pins provided for the pur pose.
Before removing any travelling crane the person
in charge of it must see that the jib is properly
lowered and secured and so fixed that it may pass
under the gauge and that the balance box is properly secured . When the crane has to be conveyed
by train it must , when practicable , be so placed
that the jib points to the rear of the train.
Attention is drawn to Buies 109 and 188 of the
Book of Buies and Begulations, as follows :

—

Whenever a crane is in use whereby the jib
or any portion of it obstructs or fouls any line in
use for traffic purposes ; or whenever , by any
possibility, during the loading or unloading of
round timber , long timber , angle iron , or other
articles of great length , any running line may be
fouled , it is incumbent on the person in charge
of the loading or unloading to obtain the sanction
of both the Station Master and the Signalman

'

LURRY CRANES.
The general instructions in regard to hand

\

*

cranes apply to lurry cranes with the addition
that :
(1) The crane is to be set in a level position
before attempting to use .
( 2) The front wheels of the lurry must be set
in a perfectly straight position with the
back wheels before attempting to lift. On
no account are the lurry shafts and front
wheels to be at an angle with the body of
the lurry.
The correct position for lifting is shown
by sketch on page 14 .

—
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POWER DRIVEN CRANES, JIGGERS , CAPSTANS, AND OTHER MACHINERY.

I

Power driven cranes and machinery will be oiled
and kept clean by the Outdoor Machinery Depart
ment except where special arrangements are in
force.
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Only persons duly authorised must operate
steam , hydraulic, electrical or other power driven
machinery .
Before any employee is authorised to operate
capstans or power driven cranes he must first be
certified as competent by the District Outdoor
Machinery Inspector.
Fixed Power Cranes and Jiggers.
In working hydraulic, electrical or other power
driven cranes and jiggers , care must be used in
putting them in motion so as to prevent jerking
the chains or ropes against the pillars or jibs.
The rams of hydraulic cranes must never be
forced up rapidly to their full height but must
always be worked gradually to avoid injury to the
machinery .
Lifting jiggers in warehouses must on no account
be used for hauling wagons , as the practice is dangerous and puts unknown stresses on the machinery
and with friction jiggers is apt to cause fire by
undue sparking at the friction wheels.
Electric Overhead Travelling Cranes.
Crane drivers and others are specially warned
of the danger of touching the live wires in connection with electric cranes. They must report any
tendency to excessive sparking ; and in case of any
defect in the electrical gear they must not interfere
with the same but immediately cause the local
electrician to be called in to attend to the matter .
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Hoists ( Hand , Hydraulic , and Electrical ).
Where hoists at stations and depots are operated
by the Traffic Department Staff the instructions on
the notice plates and notice boards at each place
suitable to the case must be rigidly observed .

As soon as the persons in training are considered
efficient, they must be examined by the Chief
Inspector, who, if satisfied as to their competency
must obtain permission from the Goods Agent
before authorising them to work capstans when

If -

CAPSTANS.
Before putting any capstan in motion , or in the
case of constantly revolving capstans , before putting the rope round , the capstanman must give
warning to all men working
to - in the immediate
neighbourhood , and such warning must be acknow ledged by them .
The capstanman must not attempt to draw more
than 8 loaded or 14 empty wagons on a straight
level road , except with certain special capstans
where the maximum number to be dealt with is
shown on the local notice plates. Great care must
be exercised in drawing wagons towards the capstan to see that the working is so regulated as to
prevent the hook flying off as it leaves the wagon .
The ropes when not in use must be left clear of
the capstan , railway lines and cart roads.
The hauling in of light rope by capstan is prohibited and slack rope must be hauled in by hand .
The use of knotted ropes is dangerous and should
be avoided .

A

2 . Youths under the age of 18 must not be
allowed to work capstans except under the super vision of authorised capstanmen . Other persons ,
over 18 and under 20 years of age, who have been
properly trained and authorised may be allowed
to work capstans temporarily during the absence
of capstanmen .
No person must be appointed
, permanently to a capstanmanks position until he
has turned 20 years of age, and before this is done
he will be required to pass an examination in capstan working by the Outdoor Machinery Depart -

ment .

3.. The names of men authorised to work capstans , both regularly and temporarily , must be
exhibited in a conspicuous place in the goods vard
and rooms.

-

TRAINING AND EXAMINATION OF STAFF
FOR CAPSTAN WORKING .
1. Capstan hookers-on , capstan brakesmen , and i
other assistants to capstanmen , also other suitable
members of the staff , must be given an opportunity
to obtain a knowledge of the duties connected with
the working of capstans.

necessary .

i

GAS ENGINES.
Gas engines and other internal combustion
engines , also shafting and machinery connected
therewith , attended to as regards starting and
stopping by the Traffic Department Staff , are to

be kept clean and oiled by the attendant as a
special arrangement , unless the plant is large
enough to justify a special attendant appointed by
the Outdoor Machinery Department. Gas engine
oil only is to be used for the engine and ordinary
lubricating oil for the other machinery.

»
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In frosty weather the gas jet underneath the
cylinder of the engine must be kept burning when
the engine is stopped ; or the cylinder must be
emptied before leaving the engine ; otherwise there
is a great risk of the engine cylinder bursting.

HEATING APPARATUS.
With a view to the prevention of accidents and
damage to heating installations the following
general regulations must be observed by the staff
in charge :
(1) The apparatus must be properly and com pletely filled with water before the fires
are lighted .
( 2) If circulation of the water does not com mence after the fires have been going a
reasonable time the fires must be drawn
and the matter at once reported to the
District Outdoor Machinery Inspector .
(3) Heating apparatus after once being filled for
the Winter must not be left entirely with out a fire, otherwise there is risk of serious
damage by a sudden frost.
(4) At the finish of the heating season the pipes
must be emptied .
(5) The successful working of any heating installation depends upon the regular and careful attention of the firing ; the regulating
of the fires according to weather or requirements ; and keeping the installation filled
with water .
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